Kawasaki et al., 1998). Thus, to understand signal inteWe will describe some of our current insights into how gration at this junction, the molecular identity and relasignaling networks are organized and how this dynamic tive proportions of the junctional components need to spatial organization can lead to higher order cellular be known. This type of knowledge about concentrations capabilities. As an example of such capabilities, we furof various cellular components in the natural context ther develop the concept that the ability of a cell to will be quite important for the development of accurate regulate spatially resolved multiple functions in a coordimodels of signaling networks. result in regulation of multiple independent cellular func-
. parts of larger networks. Several articles in this review
As adenylyl cyclases were cloned and characterized, it series describe in exquisite detail how individual classes became obvious that the different isoforms were capaof signaling pathways are organized and function. As ble of receiving signals from a wide variety of inputs we understand the details of such functional organiza-(Pieroni et al., 1993) and thus cAMP levels in the cell tion and move to the next level of analyzing integrated could serve as an indicator of the balance of signals cellular functions, it will become increasingly important between many pathways. Additionally, from junctions to identify and study the properties and capabilities of signals may be routed to regulate numerous physiologisignaling networks as a whole.
cal events, as is the case with protein kinase A. The One of the more surprising revelations that is coming adenylyl cyclases-cAMP-PKA module is a junction at from the initial studies of networks and component interthe adenylyl cyclase end and a node at the protein kinase actions in different cell types is that there may be a A end. This complex situation detailing the signal-receivgeneral signaling network that receives signals from cell ing capabilities of adenylyl cyclases, as well as the cellutype-specific inputs (i.e., receptors) and engage cell lar machinery and processes regulated by the cAMPtype-specific machinery. The molecular identity of the activated protein kinase A, is depicted in Figure 1 . signaling components and their interacting partners may Signal integration at junctions can be both positive be cell type-specific, but the overall function of these and negative. Raf, serving as a junction between the components and the logic of the circuitry is preserved MAP kinase and cAMP pathways, best exemplifies this. from cell type to cell type. We will compare two cell
Here Kawasaki et al., 1998). Thus, to understand signal inteWe will describe some of our current insights into how gration at this junction, the molecular identity and relasignaling networks are organized and how this dynamic tive proportions of the junctional components need to spatial organization can lead to higher order cellular be known. This type of knowledge about concentrations capabilities. As an example of such capabilities, we furof various cellular components in the natural context ther develop the concept that the ability of a cell to will be quite important for the development of accurate regulate spatially resolved multiple functions in a coordimodels of signaling networks. nated manner arises from the organization of signaling Networks also contain nodes where signals may be pathways into networks. . Therefore, the cell has the means to assemble signaling main to regulate the rate of desensitization of the receptor response. complexes at specified locations in an activity-dependent manner.
Although there are a large number of components and interactions, the studies with the scaffolding proteins The other major class of scaffolding proteins is the PDZ domain-containing proteins that are involved in the allow us to reach the following conclusions about the assembly of signal networks. Scaffolds are the building assembly of signaling complexes at the glutamatergic synapse (Ziff, 1997; Garner et al., 2000) . The number of blocks onto which signaling nodes and junctions are assembled. Such assembly provides a natural mechaproteins found to contain PDZ domains has steadily increased and so have their interacting partners. A renism to achieve selective separation of signaling components and thus achieve specificity of signal routing. cent study has shown that AKAPs can interact with PDZ domain-containing proteins PSD-95 and SAP-97
The scaffolds also provide a mechanism by which signals can be spatially resolved within the cell and thus allowing for protein kinase A to be targeted to AMPA type glutamate receptor (Colledge et al., 2000). This type provide the spatial dimension to signaling networks. Since interactions between components in the signaling of interaction between classes of scaffolding molecules can lead to the formation of higher order complexes. complexes can be regulated by signal inputs, a unique feature of biological signaling networks is that junctions The organizational format here appears quite intricate but nevertheless can be understood in terms of the sigand nodes can be assembled and disassembled in an activity-dependent manner. This property sets biologinaling networks present in the postsynaptic region.
A general theme that emerges from the study of the cal signaling networks apart from physical networks where network architecture is preset and cannot be reorvarious classes of scaffolding proteins is that these proteins possess bidirectional specificity. At one end they ganized by signal input. The molecular complementarity between interacting partners and the spatial constraints specifically recognize one or a group of signaling components and at the other end a location within the cell, provided by the anchors, scaffolds, and other organizing centers provide the physio-chemical basis for activitythus providing the molecular basis for spatial organization of signaling pathways. Bidirectional specificity itself dependent self-organization as a unique emergent property of biological signaling networks. 
cytokines (Dustin and Chan, 2000)
. In both cell-types ferent locations can also allow the protein kinases to stay active for different lengths of time depending on each function is executed by distinct cellular machinery that is located in a defined region within the cell. How are which local regulatory components are present. Thus, spatial resolution of signals within the cell can lead to these functions regulated in a spatially and temporally coordinated manner? We propose that the signaling nettemporal propagation of signals. Figure 3A demonstrates how the networks of protein kinases engage the work, by virtue of its capability to regulate the different cellular machines, will integrate the function of these different cellular machines while simultaneously making interconnections within the signaling network, while in machines to produce the physiological response. Here the cell may be considered analogous to a chemical Figure 3B we highlight the fact that the different cellular machines are regulated by multiple protein kinases. We plant with a number of reactors. The overall control system for the plant (i.e., the signaling network) will enanticipate that it is this interweaving of connections that will make coordination between the various cellular masure that the different reactors function in a coordinated manner such that raw materials (corresponding to exchines robust. It should also emphasized that the cellular machines themselves are functionally interconnected tracellular signals) introduced into the chemical plant results in the appropriate products (corresponding to since the activities and/or products of one cellular machine are often required for the functioning of another changed physiological functions) at the output. We should be careful to limit this analogy since the architeccellular machine. Thus, the system as a whole is inte- 
